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Introduction

nforcement and global infrastructure
discussions aside, it is safe to say that
most, if not all, life science product manufacturers and distributors recognize the
need for and have been or are in the process
of implementing product serialization. This
article has been written to provide practical
advice for implementing serialization from an
operational perspective when attempting to
achieve serialization in an automated packaging line environment. This article will focus on
the operational aspects of introducing product
serialization to meet existing and future regulatory requirements. The article will address
process and control considerations requiring a
blend of both technical and human capabilities.

Assumptions
1. The article is written as if the reader’s
company has decided to achieve compliance
preparedness with California’s ePedigree
regulation by 1 July 2015.
2. Compliance with the California Rule will
fulfill track and trace requirements for all
global, federal, and state regulatory bodies.
3. There will be a period of regulatory stability
such that, no major law, rule, or guidance
changes in the next decade will result in
a need for significant systemic/operational
changes once a company has introduced
compliance measures for the California Rule.
4. Serialization will allow receiving entities in
the supply chain to authenticate received
product by scanning a serial number. The
scanned value will be submitted to a specific internet-accessible system that will
be able to confirm (or not) that the product
labeled with the scanned serial number has
been registered and is recognized as a valid
number associated with the product that
has traveled effectively through the supply
chain to that point.
5. The ultimate system(s) design that will de20
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liver full supply chain authentication is yet to
be determined. However, the ability for a drug
supply chain entity to meet a requirement
for serializing saleable packaged units and
aggregate the serialization data throughout
the packaging process can be met.
6. The Standardized Numerical Identification
(SNI) will become the standard.
7. GS1 will be the primary governing body
for the standards that will be used for the
ePedigree and track and trace.

What Is Serialization as It Relates
to Life Sciences Today?
In the context of this article, serialization means
the assignment of a unique traceable number to
each saleable package unit of product. A serial
number must be assigned to each container as
a product moves from, for example, primary
container (such as a bottle), to a box or carton,
and onto a pallet. At each level, every bottle,
box, and pallet will be uniquely identified with
a serial number.
Serialization is a foundational piece of a
track and trace system and is one of the many
requirements documented in the “California
Rule” (SB 1307, Ridley-Thomas. Pharmacy:
pedigree).1
“The goal is to make investments today that
will be flexible enough to accommodate existing
laws around the globe and whatever ultimately
might or might not happen in the U.S., the E.U.
and elsewhere. To accomplish that, ‘flexibility’
is the key word and the key attribute.”2
So, to this group of interested observers,
the question of providing serialization at the
smallest saleable unit is more a matter of how,
what, and when rather than if.

Overview of the History and
Current State of the Regulatory
Landscape
Although debate continues as to the specifics
associated with the “what to do,” “how to do it,”
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and “when to do it” concerning global supply chain security, it is
evident that life sciences organizations will be required to take
measurable steps toward introduction of product serialization.
With each recurrence of confirmed counterfeits entering the
supply chain, regulatory focus intensifies worldwide.
And as is noted in the US FDA’s Global Engagement,
“…medical products and their ingredients and components
– products that directly and profoundly affect the health and
welfare of the U.S. public – are increasingly sourced from
abroad.”3
One indication as to the current thinking at the FDA was
presented at the FDA Track and Trace
Public Workshop in February 2011. Figure 1 is a slide describing the goals and
attributes foreseen for such a system.4
Similarly, in the proposed USP
<1083> Good Distribution Practices
– Supply Chain Integrity, “The global
supply chain for pharmaceuticals and
medical devices is complex, with many
components of a medicine now typically
arriving at the point of manufacture
from other countries.”5
With the accelerated pace of
regulatory involvement worldwide in
serialization and track and trace, a
strong working foundation of imminent
requirements is necessary. Although
not all inclusive, the following is a brief
history of some key events resulting in
the impetus of serialization:

drugs, (3) minimizing the risk and exposure of consumers to counterfeit drugs, and (4) avoiding the addition of
unnecessary costs on the prescription drug distribution
system or unnecessary restrictions on lower-cost sources
of drugs.”7
• December 2003: Belgium published a Royal Decree introducing sequential codes for all medicines to uniquely
identify each product pack. Starting 1 July 2004 all packages carried a bar code containing a 16-digit sequential
code structured as Association of Pharmacists – Belgium
(APB) product identification number (seven characters),
Continued on page 22.

• April 1987: The Prescription Drug
Marketing Act (PDMA) of 1987 was
signed into law by President Reagan.
As defined by the FDA, “The PDMA
was enacted (1) to ensure that drug
products purchased by consumers
are safe and effective and (2) to avoid
the unacceptable risk to American
consumers from counterfeit, adulterated, misbranded, sub-potent, or
expired drugs. The legislation was
necessary to increase safeguards
in the drug distribution system to
prevent the introduction and retail
sale of substandard, ineffective, or
counterfeit drugs.”6 The passage resulted in 21 CFR Parts 203 and 205.
Many of the specific requirements
were not enforced until 2006.
• July 2003: The FDA established its
Counterfeit Drug Task Force which
established four primary objectives:
(1) preventing the introduction of
counterfeit drugs, (2) facilitating
the identification of counterfeit
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Figure 1. System Goals and Attributes.4
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sequential number (eight characters), and one character
check digit (allocated by the manufacturer).
February 2004: California’s initial passage of RidleyThomas. Pharmacy: pedigree SB 1307 establishing the
mandate to provide a pedigree for each product included
on each shipment of prescription drugs.
January 2009: Brazil passed 11.903 Track and Trace
Mandate requiring that drug manufacturers and distributors serialize and comply with track and trace requirements of electronic identification and data capture. The
aggressive three-year plan staggered implementation
and ultimately required serialization and tracking to the
consumer/prescription/doctor level.8
March 2010:  the FDA issued recommendations in the Standard Numerical Identifier (SNI) Guidance explaining
the FDA’s current thinking on the structure, format, and
content of uniquely labeled package-level identifiers.9
July 2010: The European Directorate for the Quality of
Medicines (EDQM) started a track-and-trace pilot study for
pharmaceuticals to advance previously piloted programs
in Europe.
February 2011:  The FDA hosted Determination of System Attributes for the Tracking and Tracing of Prescription Drugs Public Workshop to specifically outline
the following four objectives of serialization requirements
associated with track and trace:
1. Preventing the introduction of counterfeit, diverted,
sub-potent, substandard, adulterated, misbranded, or
expired drugs
2. Facilitating the identification of counterfeit, diverted,
sub-potent, substandard, adulterated, misbranded, or
expired drugs
3. Providing accountability for the movement of drugs by
supply chain participants
4. Improving efficiency and effectiveness of recalls4
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• December 2011: The USP publishes
proposed <1083> Good Distribution
Practices – Supply Chain Integrity
presenting recommended practices to
secure drug substance and excipient
supply chain integrity worldwide. The
guidance specifically addresses serialization and SNIs.
• April 2012:  The FDA published Global
Engagement describing strategies
and needs to address globalization,
including preventing counterfeit drug
products.
• April 2012: The Senate of the United
States – 112th Cong., 2d Sess. introduced Title XII – Pharmaceutical Distribution Integrity as an amendment to
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act (also known as, Securing Pharmaceutical Distribution Integrity
to Protect the Public Health Act of 2012 or the Securing Pharmaceutical Integrity Act of 2012). Specifically
outlined within the proposed legislation are requirements
for embedded SNIs applied at the smallest saleable unit
level.
• 2012 (planned): Based on Guidance Agenda: New and
Revised Draft Guidances, CDER is planning to publish
during calendar year 2012, Securing the Drug Supply
Chain – Standards for Tracking and Tracing Prescription
Drug Packages.11
Although several of the US states are in the process of creating
legislation for ePedigree, California is by far drawing the most
attention for two reasons. First, although they have pushed
the initial enforcement date out, there seems to be a common
understanding that the current initial enforcement date of
1 January 2015 will stand. Second, of those states actively
pursuing similar legislation, California’s requirements are
the most demanding. For example, Florida’s law requires the
tracking of product to the lot level, whereas California’s goes
to the smallest saleable unit level.
Although California’s legislation is written such that it will
effectively be usurped by Federal legislation, it is not known
when the Federal Government may introduce overriding
legislation. We do know that the FDA is planning to issue a
“Guidance Document” for ePedigree by the end of 2012. What
that document may contain is speculative at this moment;
however, the key word is “Guidance.” Although it will be a
good indicator of future regulation(s), it will not override the
California rule.

Guided by GAMP 5
During the project planning and ultimate implementation
of a structured track and trace program, ISPE GAMP® 5: A
Risk-Based Approach to Compliant GxP Computerized Systems considerations must drive decision-making. Immediately
upon the formalization of a systematic serialization approach
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within an organization, it becomes subject to standard GxP
quality management system requirements.
“New concepts are being developed and applied, including
science-based risk management approaches, a focus on product
and process understanding, and the application of quality by
design concepts.”12
...GAMP® guidance must evolve to meet the needs of the
changing environment and integrate fully with ISPE initiatives...”12

Project Planning –
The Critical Success Factor
Many companies will begin a serialization project with a
project charter document. A key element of such a document
is a scope statement or section. The scope statement will
strive to answer some of these questions:
• Is this a plant-level or global project?
• Are elements of a serialization system already in place?
And if so, has a gap analysis been performed to identify
the differences between the as-is and the to-be processes?
• Have we collaborated with all important stakeholders at –
the plant level, among plants, and at corporate headquarters
in order to leverage opportunities for standardization and
reduce or eliminate the need for duplication?
• If this is a global project, what communication and collaboration mechanisms are or will
be in place to support the project?
• Will there be a pilot(s) project to
deliver a real-life proof-of-concept?
• If a global project, what is the
potential for leverage of corporate
standards or guidelines and supplier
standardization?
• If a global project, what level of
standardization or harmonization
is realistic, both at the plant level
and the corporate level?

and disaster recovery plans must be developed, tested, and
available when the system goes live.

Operational Considerations

Interdependence and Web/Thread of
Connectivity

Product serialization and the aggregation of serial numbers
converts what might have been thought of as individual steps
in the packaging process and binds them together as a continuous process flow. It will no longer be a relatively simple
process to remove and replace serialized defective units. The
processes of disaggregation and re-aggregation will need to
be well understood and adhered to by everyone involved in
the packaging process including supervisors, engineers, maintenance technicians, mechanics, line operators, and others.

Education and Training
Because serialization, as part of an ePedigree system, will
have greater external utility by systems and personnel directly
and indirectly related to the supply chain, the company and
its products will see a higher level of exposure and scrutiny.
Accuracy of the ePedigree data is essential. That being the
case, the company must be sure that education and training
of all personnel who may be involved in the development,
testing, operation, and maintenance of these systems are
crucial. Everyone involved will require not only the procedural
Continued on page 24.

The project plan should consider task
ownership so that there are clear expectations of who will deliver what and
when. Although this consideration is
universally applicable to all elements
of the project, the bottom line is that
the delivery of the system including all
software, hardware, documentation,
and on-going support and maintenance
must be well understood and agreed
upon in writing. For example, when
there is a system error who will respond
and in what time frame? Keep in mind
that when the serialization system
becomes unavailable, packaging will
stop, at least for a short period of time.
Also, given the business-critical nature
of the system, business resumption
September/October 2012 PHARMACEUTICAL ENGINEERING
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knowledge, but also a “higher level” education to assure that
there is a general understanding of the system and its full
purpose and importance in protecting the public, the company,
and the company’s products and its reputation.

Rejects and Rework
Certainly this can be a complex and challenging topic. This is
primarily because now we are aggregating serial numbers into
containers holding smaller serialized units. When the serial
number “chain” is disrupted for whatever reason, the human
business processes and automated systems’ capabilities to
cope with the management of such an issue is key.
Although there are a number of potential scenarios that
will inevitably occur, following is an example based on a
standard high-speed packaging operation of between 100 to
200 bottles per minute:

Assumptions:
• All labeling within the batch must be uniquely serialized,
verified, authenticated, and aggregated during the packag-

ing operation.
• At a minimum, the following automated systems, including
mechanized ejection capability, are parts of the packaging train: (1) controlled creation and issuance of a pool
of uniquely serialized values for the specific packaging
operation; (2) confirmation and verification following application that the barcode is machine readable and is an
issued value from the approved pool; (3) aggregation of the
serialized product during the final box-out into shipping
containers to create the parent – child relationship between
the uniquely serialized barcode applied to the shipper case
and each uniquely serialized container within the shipper;
and (4) reconciliation of used, destroyed, and remaining
values against the issuance for the original pool.
1. Product, labeling, and packaging materials (e.g., container,
closures, corrugated shippers) are issued to a packaging
suite.
2. Inevitably, equipment fails, whether using inkjet, laser,
thermal transfer, or some other labeling technology.

Figure 2. High-speed packaging line with operator/station interface legend.
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3. Upon failure, defective units result
causing rejects that are automatically
detected and separated from the rest
of the batch.
4. Depending on product value, rejects
are placed in a secured location and destroyed at the conclusion of the batch or
rejects are fully reworked using an approved rework process that specifically
addresses the final disposition of the
serialized labeled primary container.
5. As the rejects contain controlled serialized values created for the specific
batching operation, these units must
be closely controlled and reconciled
during the batch approval process.
Discrepancies will result in delayed
batch release, potential quarantines,
and investigations.
It is evident that any fault in the data linkage will result in significant lost production
time. Moreover, considering throughput
on today’s high speed packaging lines, a
failure scenario such as the one described
above could have significant cost and/or
compliance impact.

Systems Integration
In today’s world of electronic systems,
it seems that nearly all “new” systems
require multiple systems to “talk” to one
another. So, tight and timely integration is Figure 3. Serialization data and process flow.
a key to success as well. Think about the
system responsible for maintaining the repository of serial
before starting a serialization effort. The point here is that
numbers and how it must interact with other hardware and
although the concept of serialization has been around for
software on the packaging line. Data spawned in the system
decades, we are now looking at a potentially universal apresponsible for creating the serial number may need to be
proach in large part because of the more recently recognized
merged with other product and lot information at print time.
global interdependencies of the supply chain.
The serial number and its corresponding lot-related data may
Any and all systems added or maintained to resolve the
then need to be sent to another system for aggregation to the
ePedigree initiative must be compliant with the regulations.
next layer of packaging. At the same time, perhaps a vision
So, although the need for attacking the problem of counterfeit
system must confirm legibility of the values, other data, and
medicines in the supply chain is obvious, many of the system
images on the label and so on. In addition, it may be (and
design considerations may be derived from an analysis of the
eventually there will be) a system external to the company
regulations the system(s) will address. This is not to say that
that requires serial numbers to satisfy ePedigree track and
all of our requirements may be derived from the regulations
trace requirements. The database associated with whatever
and of course we will use our internally developed system
global track and trace system evolves must be updated at
life cycle procedures throughout the design, build, test, and
time of product shipment.
implementation phases.
Figure 3 is an image of how the integration of disparate
So where do we start? We can begin with gathering the
electronic systems might bring about the delivery of an ePeessential requirements of the “to-be” solution. Boil them down
digree beginning with the assignment of serialization at the
into manageable, clearly stated user requirements. In this case,
lowest saleable unit.
we might begin by parsing out a regulation and converting the
system-related verbiage into user requirements terminology
familiar to folks in our organization. From there, the evolution
Compliance Considerations
to the associated functional requirements is a natural one.
One Approach – A Variety of Global Regulations
This will deliver a system definition that is logical and traceCertainly there are numerous additional questions to address
Continued on page 26.
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able within our internally approved life cycle documentation
package. Also, it will support an audit process leaving little
doubt that the company has taken an approach specifically
aimed at addressing the regulation(s) in the design of the
system.
So, for example, we might read from California’s SB1307:
“This bill would instead, on and after January 1, 2015,
define a pedigree, as specified, and would revise the
information required to be contained in a pedigree to,
among other things, include a specified unique identification number.”
and combined with the above…
“The bill would require the board to promulgate regulations defining the circumstances under which participants in the distribution chain may infer the contents
of a case, pallet, or other aggregate of individual units,
packages, or containers of dangerous drugs, from a
unique identifier associated with the case, pallet, or
other aggregate, if certain standard operating procedures
are complied with and made available for the board to
review.”
Although because of the writing style, these excerpts are difficult to parse (unlike, for example, the point-by-point language
seen in the FDA’s 21 CFR Part 11), several user requirements
may result including ones that may read:
• “The system shall be able to assign a unique serial number to each package unit beginning at the lowest saleable
individual package unit level.”
and
• “The system shall be able to assign a serial number to each
packaging level in order to ‘aggregate’ packaging units into
containers holding a number of smaller serialized package
units.”
Of course, not all of the system requirements will be gleaned
from a review of the regulations. So, in addition to the user
requirements focused specifically on meeting the regulations,
additional requirements will need to be gathered and documented clearly describing our internal users’ expectations
for the delivered system. Examples of requirements for this
group may read similar to these:
• “The system shall be able to monitor availability of serial
numbers and notify an operator when a ‘low level’ limit is
reached.”
and
• “The system must be able to ‘read’ all serial numbers applied
by scanning with appropriate equipment and immediately
26
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reject defective units and notify operator(s) when illegible
serial number(s) is/are encountered.”
However, the “project” of “serialization” must be considered a
part of a much broader project aimed at delivering a full ePedigree solution. Without consideration for how the association
of a unique serial number for each saleable package unit fits
into the broader goal of ePedigree, we may not provide for a
fully effective and compliant system as we attempt to provide
for fast and accurate track and trace capabilities.
Once the requirements have been gathered and reviewed,
we will use standard internal procedures to complete the
system design. The design and build processes will follow
internal Computer System Life Cycle (CSLC) defined in local
procedures.

Supplier Selection
From Section 7 of ISPE GAMP® 5: A Risk-Based Approach
to Compliant GxP Computerized Systems, “Although the
responsibility for compliance with GxP regulations lies with
the regulated company, the supplier may have considerable
involvement in the process.”12
It makes sense that serialization project leaders take advantage of the fact that there may well be suppliers capable
of providing a significant amount of documented testing and
evidence of a system’s fitness for use in the industry from
a compliance as well as from a functional perspective. It is
strongly recommended that external partners considered for
selection to assist in any portion of the development of the
serialization solution be vetted for their ability to address
regulatory as well as functional requirements. Refer to ISPE
GAMP® 5: A Risk-Based Approach to Compliant GxP Computerized Systems, Section 7 Supplier Activities, for a detailed
discussion on this aspect of the process.
Another ISPE resource, the JETT Acquisition Model13 (latest version), may be a valuable resource during this phase.

Validation and Maintenance
The reliance of accurate outward facing information underscores the need for a high degree of testing. Over time
as equipment is swapped out, software version updates are
installed and other changes take place, consideration must
be given to the risk that the updated integrated system will
continue to provide accurate, reliable, and legible data.
Here again it is important to point out that ISPE GAMP®
5: A Risk-Based Approach to Compliant GxP Computerized
Systems is a valuable resource. As written in Section 3 Life
Cycle Approach – “Compliance with regulatory requirements
and fitness for intended use may be achieved by adopting a
life cycle approach following good practice as defined in this
guide.”12 It is important to recognize that just as the concepts for managing ePedigree are in a current state of rapid
evolution, so too, we must consider the current trends in the
evolution of the Computer System Life Cycle (CSLC).
Recently there have been many documents (including
GAMP® 5) and articles written on topics such as:
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• Risk-based approach
• Leveraging vendor documentation
• Global corporate CSLC harmonization and standardization
and more
It is important for the team involved in the testing and validation of a serialization system to be aware and take advantage
of efficiencies that may be gained by paying attention to these
trends and the company’s related current philosophy and
documented guidance in these areas.
At a high-level, the life cycle approach for a serialization
project may look like the one shown in Figure 4.
Be sure to create and review a list of related questions
such as:
1. Can we leverage the vendor(s) testing? If so, to what degree
and how much internal documented testing can thereby
be reduced, if any?
2. Have we performed a good risk assessment taking into
consideration business and cGMP requirements?
3. Will the validation process merge well with system expansion to eventually include full track and trace?

System Security
When one considers the need for system security and then
looks at the real-life aspects of an automated packaging line,
several important considerations come to mind.
First, packaging line operators must have the basic
computer and system skills required to operate the systems
effectively and efficiently. Second, if operators are simultaneously responsible for multiple pieces of computerized equipment, especially those that may be considered cGMP, what
are the implications of identification, control, and collection
of an electronic signature, and perhaps other 21 CFR Part
11 rules. Third, depending once again on the simultaneous
responsibility of an operator logged into multiple systems,
consideration must be given to an operator’s ability to visibly
monitor what may be happening on those systems.

Business Continuity
With saleable package unit-level serialization and data aggregation during the packaging process, we will be in a situation
that requires a very robust integrated series of systems. Not
only will we need for the packaging equipment to run reliably
and flawlessly, but the systems that are providing, gathering,
and using business-critical ePedigree data (including serial
numbers) in real time also must be reliable and accurate.
When any system involved in the process of generating data
for application to serialized package units fails, there must
be a process in place to manage the situation. For many
companies not accustomed to managing electronic data in
real time on the packaging line, business continuity may be
a very new, but very real concern.
Be sure to create and review a list of related questions
such as:
1. Do we have adequate procedures in place (perhaps by
product) to manage the business process for unexpected
“system down” situations?
2. Are all of the parties that will be involved in the process
trained?
3. Have we performed system audits and/or mock tests to
challenge the procedures and look for ways to improve
them?
4. In the event of a computer system disruption, how can we
continue a packaging operation that is in process?
5. If the computer system disruption is expected to last a
long time (i.e., days and not hours), is there a plan for
continuing operations using a backup process? And if so,
how do we recover when normal operations can resume?
6. What constitutes an event that results in a business continuity scenario?
Certainly, there are hundreds of questions to address in order
to prepare for various levels of disruption up to and including a “disaster.”

Figure 4. Computer system life cycle.
Concludes on page 28.
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Disaster Recovery
When a disaster event occurs, the company must have a strong
plan in place to cope with it and to minimize the impact.
There are an unlimited number of approaches that may be
taken, but the important take away is that every company
must have a plan in place that is effective and reevaluated
from time to time. The key to success in disaster recovery
as well as business continuity is to have an effective communication process in place. This is because the number of
possible scenario forms is limitless and the plan may or may
not have taken into consideration the exact real-life situation. Therefore, the plan, as written, may very well need to
be adjusted contemporaneously with the event in order to
reduce the short or long term impact(s).

Other Operational Topics
With GAMP® 5 as a guide, other topics to consider include how:12
• the system will be handed over to the users
• the system will be measured and monitored from a performance perspective
• incidents will be documented and corrective and preventive
measures will be captured and coordinated
• system changes will be managed
• system audits will be conducted
• electronic records will be maintained, retrieved, and archived

Summary
By now, nearly everyone in the life sciences industries understands that serialization to meet the needs of an integrated
ePedigree system will soon be as much a business requirement as making safe and effective products. Although much
of the higher level technology has yet to be designed, applying
traceable serial numbers to products on the packaging line
is reasonably well known and understood. The speed and
effectiveness of achieving the baseline requirements will
be critically important to all life science manufacturers and
packagers over the next two years.
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maintains current Designated Representative status in both California and
Florida and is well versed in the regulatory requirements and implications of
existing and pending state and national
legislation associated with track and
trace, including serialization. Loy holds
a MA and BA in English from Tennessee Technological University located in
Cookeville, TN. He can be contacted by
email: dloy@aphenapharma.com.
Aphena Pharma Solutions, Inc., 1920
Fisk Rd., Cookeville, Tennessee 38506,
USA.
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